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Engineer III - Commodity 

Job Location: Shenzhen, China 

Reporting to: Manager II - Sourcing 

Subordinate: 0 

Business Travel Needs: Requires up to 25% of time.   

Position Objective 

Commodity Engineer reports to sourcing manager. The Commodity Engineer is 

responsible for the overall sourcing of finish goods and commodity management. 

The Commodity Engineer works with PD, QC and project team to launch new 

project on time at competitive total cost. 

Major Responsibilities 

1. Develop long-term relationships with suppliers to continually improve quality, 

delivery and cost to support new project development. 

2. Responsible for supply base development, new supplier selection, audit and 

approval with cross functional team. 

3. Implements cost reduction strategies, including global best cost sourcing 

initiatives.   

4. Monitor commodity/category market situation.   

a) Category market survey and benchmark. : Market supply/demand 

status, technology trend/roadmap. 

b) Early detection and plan action on supply shortage. 

5. In charge of strategic supplier management to achieve our objectives for 

purchased materials. 
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6. Support new product introduction and supplier consolidation planning by 

aligning activities with stated Strategic Supplier selection criteria. 

7. Support current projects; keeping scheduling and cost reduction targets and 

communicating internally on an ongoing basis. 

8. Other ad hoc tasks assigned by supervisor or Sourcing Manager. 

Qualifications 

1. Bachelor’s degree or above, majoring in engineering or business 

administration. 

2. Minimum 5 years in sourcing and commodity management or related 

working experiences. At least 5 years+ sourcing experience in smartphone 

products. 

3. Experienced knowledge of smartphone products sourcing is must to have 

(Sourcing and supply chain knowledge of Key EE components such as LCM, 

PCB.  Battery, solar panel and LED are plus, as well as Understanding cost 

structure and market trend on raw materials). 

4. Ability to handle multiple tasks and resolve priority conflicts in a timely 

manner. 

5. Solid knowledge of commodity manufacturing process and new supplier 

selection procedures. 

6. Good communications, negotiating, and problem-solving skills. 

7. Proficient at reading and writing in Mandarin. Proficient in reading and 

writing and basic oral in English. 

8. Good at MS Office. 

9. Project management and ERP usage is an advance plus. 

Compensation 

Competitive, Negotiable, as per prior experience of candidate.  

About d.light  
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d.light is a global leader and pioneer in delivering affordable solar-powered 

solutions designed for the two billion people in the developing world without 

access to reliable energy. d.light provides distributed solar energy solutions for 

households and small businesses that are transforming the way people all over 

the world use and pay for energy. Through four hubs in Africa, China, South Asia 

and the United States, d.light has sold over 20 million solar light and power 

products in 65 countries, improving the lives of over 91 million people. d.light 

is dedicated to providing the most reliable, affordable and accessible solar 

lighting and power systems for the developing world and reaching 100 million 

people by 2020. 

To learn more, please visit www.dlight.com 

 

http://www.dlight.com/

